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The Accidental Guerrilla 35

Based on fi eld observation in several theaters of the “War on Terrorism” 
since 2001, I theorize that the accidental guerrilla emerges from a cyclical 
process that takes place in four stages: infection, contagion, intervention, 
and rejection.

In detail, the four phases can be described as follows.
During the infection phase, AQ or an associated movement establishes 

a presence within a remote, ungoverned, or confl ict-affected area. I use 
a medical analogy advisedly here, because just as a virus or bacterium is 
more easily able to affect a host whose immune system is compromised 
or to superinfect an existing wound, so takfi ri groups opportunistically 
exploit existing breakdowns in the rule of law, poor governance, or pre-
existing confl ict. Terrorist infection is thus part of the social pathology of 
broader societal breakdown, state weakness, and humanitarian crisis.

In this initial phase, the takfi ri group establishes local cells, support 
systems, intelligence and information-gathering networks, and local alli-
ances. It often seeks some form of tacit agreement or loose pact with the 
regime in the country at large (as did AQ in the 1980s in Pakistan, in the 
1990s in the Sudan, and in Afghanistan before 9/11) and also seeks to build 
relationships with local tribes and community leaders, often through pro-
cesses of intermarriage and shared business interests. The group may 

Figure 1.1 The accidental guerrilla syndrome.
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cases extremists have  cooperated with the traditional religious estab-
lishment in alliances that have  superempowered the mullahs).

Traditionally, the mullah’s authority derived from his status as a sanctioner 
of social practices, an arbiter of faith and morals, and a provider of religious 
and educational services, dispute resolution, and mediation to the tribe. As 
Akbar Ahmed shows, the mullah (unlike the syed, a person with traditionally 
ascribed authority deriving from his lineage as a descendant of the Prophet, 
similar to a sharif among Arabs—Governor Wahidi of Kunar is a syed) had 
little traditional prestige, but mullahs frequently sought to achieve authority 
by building a personal following through a network of dyadic patron- client 
relationships with followers, often provoking rivalry with tribal elders, 
whose authority derived from different sources and who sought to resist 
religious leaders’ economic or political self-aggrandizement.78

A Pashtun of a respected family from Swat in Pakistan, an  educated 
40-year-old man now living in Peshawar, with whom I discussed  changing 
authority relationships within the tribes, put it this way:

Previously we would respect the mullah, we would offer prayers 
and stand beside him, but we would never marry our daughters to 
him. He was like a musician: we love music, we love to listen to it, 
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their traditional authority. A series of Coalition commanders—going back 
to Colonel Mick Nicholson, who commanded the highly effective Spartan 
Brigade in this area in 2006–2007, Lieutenant Colonel Chris Cavoli, 
 battalion commander of the equally tough and professional 1–32 Battalion 
of Tenth Mountain Division in the Kunar valley, along with PRT leaders 
like navy commanders “Doc” Scholl and Larry Legree at Asadabad—have 
worked closely with tribal leaders on this basis. Meanwhile, projects like 
the road provided a source of patronage, employment, and income to the 
tribes, which traditional leaders, in conjunction with representatives of 
the Afghan state, were able to disburse to the people, thus cementing their 
positions of infl uence, reestablishing tribal cohesion and social norms, 
and undermining radicals in the tribal power structure and their external 
extremist sponsors. The road—not the road itself, but the process of con-
structing it (like the bridge that saved the regiment in David Lean’s 1961 
fi lm Bridge on the River Kwai)—became for some the means of restoring and 
reintegrating the tribe’s honor and cohesion, regaining their status, and 
redressing the erosion of social structure caused by war and extremism.

This general description of the physical, human, and political terrain of 
Kunar gives a context within which we can begin to understand how the 
insurgents operate in this and similar environments, and how the acciden-
tal guerrilla syndrome emerges.
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new Iraqi government, as well as the Shi’a radical rebellion against 
established authority, which is more in the nature of a social revolution

· Communal confl ict—including sectarian confl ict between Sunni and Shi’a 
elements of the Iraqi population, and ethnic confl ict between Kurds, 
Arabs, Turkmen, and other ethnic groups

These three security problems overlap: any given incident on the ground 
may involve elements of more than one dimension—for example, some 
terrorism is pure AQI activity, while other terrorist acts are locally moti-
vated, and yet others also incorporate a sectarian or ethnic dimension. 
Most incidents in fact include elements of two or all three of these dynam-
ics. One might think of the three problems as a Venn diagram of overlap-
ping circles, each constantly changing in size, such that any incident can 
be plotted somewhere within the interaction of the three dynamics, affect-
ing the underlying dynamic of national capacity-building.

These problems prevent us from getting at the underlying issues 
(crime, weak infrastructure, economic and social alienation, weak gov-
ernance, poor border security, corruption, inadequate institutions of law 
and order, lack of civil legal and regulatory frameworks, unemployment, 
public health, the process of recovery from decades of Ba’athist dictator-
ship, and so on) that must be addressed in order to build effective and 
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Figure 3.5 Iraq as a four-problem set diagram. The fundamental problem is control—

of people, terrain, and information.
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Map 4.1 East Timor



Map 4.2 Southern Thailand



Map 4.3 Pakistan’s federally administered tribal areas.
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